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DEFINABLE RELATIONS IN FINITE DIMENSIONAL
SUBSPACE LATTICES WITH INVOLUTION. PART II:
QUANTIFIER FREE AND HOMOGENEOUS
DESCRIPTIONS
CHRISTIAN HERRMANN AND MARTIN ZIEGLER
Abstract. For finite dimensional hermitean inner product spaces
V , over ∗-fields F , and in the presence of orthogonal bases provid-
ing form elements in the prime subfield of F , we show that quanti-
fier free definable relations in the subspace lattice L(V ), endowed
with the involution induced by orthogonality, admit quantifier free
descriptions within F , also in terms of Grassmann-Plu¨cker coordi-
nates. In the latter setting, homogeneous descriptions are obtained
if one allows quantification type Σ1. In absence of involution, these
results remain valid.
1. Introduction
Configurations in Projective Geometry may be viewed as relations on
the lattice L(V ) of all subspaces of a vector space V , defined by some
formula; e.g. Desargues’s configuration is defined by a conjunction
of equations, dimension conditions and inequalities to be added. An
orthogonality on V is captured by an involution on L(V ).
Back and forth translations of such formulas into analytic descrip-
tions, i.e. formulas over the base field F (with involution) were es-
tablished in [6] for spaces of finite dimension, using the (∗-)ring of
endomorphisms as an intermediate structure. These translations pre-
serve quantification type Σ1 (a block of existential quantifiers followed
by a quantifier free formula); in other words, with a Σ1-defined relation
on L(V ) one associates the projection of a constructible affine set over
F .
In the present note we show that quantifier free defined relations on
L(V ) give rise to constructible sets in cartesian as well as in Grassmann-
Plu¨cker coordinates. In presence of an orthogonality we have to require
an orthogonal basis with form elements in the prime subfield.
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On the other hand, in the Grassmann-Plu¨cker setting with given di-
mension vector, we obtain a Σ1-formula built from homogeneous equa-
tions only, that is, a formula defining a projection of a projective con-
structible subset of the direct product of Grassmannians. Conversely,
any such set can be described within L(V ) as the projection of a relation
defined by the conjunction of equations ti = 0 and sj = 1.
In [6] it was shown that preservation of quantifier freeness is not pos-
sible, in general, for translation from F to L(V ). A sufficient condition
for preservation is that coordinate systems (or, in the absence of orthog-
onality, systems of elements in general position, cf. [1]) are implicitly
given by the defining formula: in analogy to Cayley factorization, cf.
[12, 11].
All translations in this note are effective, a detailed discussion of
complexity shall be postponed to subsequent work. The particular
case, where F is a ∗-subfield of C and V admits an orthonormal basis,
has been studied in [5] in the context of complexity of real computation.
Following the referee’s good advice, we have included two sections
on examples.
2. Preliminaries
Statements presented as “Fact” are well known or obvious; proofs will
be omitted or sketched. In the sequel, let F be a field with involution
r 7→ r∗ (and prime subfield F0) and V a (right) F -vector space of
(fixed) dimV = d < ∞ turned into an inner product space by a non-
alternate non-degenerate ∗-hermitean form 〈.|.〉V (we will speak just of
a form and write 〈.|.〉 if there is no confusion), that is: additive in both
arguments and
〈vr|ws〉 = r∗〈v|w〉s, 〈w|v〉 = 〈v|w〉∗
as well as 〈v|v〉 6= 0 for some v, and 〈w|v〉 = 0 for all w ∈ V only if
v = 0 cf. [2, Chapter I]. We write |v| = 〈v|v〉.
A basis v¯ = (v1, . . . , vd) of V is orthogonal if 〈vi|vj〉 = 0 for i 6= j;
we will speak of a ⊥-basis. Recall that such always exist [2, II §2
Corollary 1]: any v1 6= 0 can be completed to a ⊥-basis. Given a
⊥-basis v¯ of V , forms are in 1-1-correspondence with form constants
α¯ = (α1, . . . , αd) ∈ F
d such that αi = α
∗
i 6= 0 for all i: namely, αi = |vi|
and
〈
∑
i
viri|
∑
j
vjsj〉 =
∑
k
r∗kαksk.
A scaled isometry (with factor r 6= 0 in F ) between inner product
spaces V and W over F is a linear isomorphism ω : V →W such that
〈ωx|ωy〉W = r〈x|y〉V for all x, y ∈ V . Given ⊥-bases v¯ and w¯ of V
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and W the linear isomorphism matching v¯ and w¯ is a scaled isometry
with factor r iff (|w1|, . . . , |wd|) = r(|v1|, . . . , |vd|). In particular, |v¯| :=
(1, |v1|
−1|v2|, . . . , |v1|
−1|vn|) determines the isometry type of (V, v¯) up
to scaling. Call α¯ = (α1, . . . , αd) admissible (w.r.t. V ) if α1 = 1 and
αi = α
∗
i 6= 0 for all i and if there is a ⊥-basis v¯ of V such that α¯ = |v¯|.
F dα¯ will denote the space F
d of column vectors u with canonical basis
v¯ such that |vi| = αi. In this case, α¯ is admissible if α1 = 1.
The linear subspaces of V form a lattice L(V ) with bounds 0, V , joins
given as U1 + U2, meets as U1 ∩ U2, and involution
U 7→ U⊥ = {x ∈ V | ∀u ∈ U. 〈x|u〉 = 0}.
If d ≥ 3, then any involution (that is, an order reversing map of order 2)
on the lattice L(V ) is induced by some kind of inner product. Observe
that
U1 ∩ U2 = (U
⊥
1 + U
⊥
2 )
⊥ and V ⊥ = 0.
L(V ) remains unchanged under scaling the form on V . Moreover, any
scaled isometry ω : V → W induces an isomorphism L(V ) → L(W ):
U 7→ ω(U). In particular, given a ⊥-basis v¯ of V one has an isomor-
phism Ωv¯ : L(V ) → L(F
d
α¯) where α¯ = |v¯|. If there is no confusion we
write L in place of L(V ).
Form ≤ 2d, we consider F d×m the space of d×m-matrices A = (aij)ij
over F with columns aj. Let rk(A) denote the rank of A and Span(A)
the F -linear subspace of F d spanned by the columns of A; recall that
B ∈ Span(A) iff B = AC for some C ∈ F d×d.
WriteMm = {1, . . . , m}; let d
# consist of all strictly monotone maps
f : Mk → Md where k =: |f | ≤ d. The matrix A is in (reduced) column
echelon normal form, shortly NF, with positions f ∈ d# of pivots af(j)j
(shortly f -NF) if for all j ≤ |f |, h ≤ m, and i ≤ d
af(j)j = 1
aij = 0 if i < f(j)
aih = 0 if i < f(j + 1) and h > j < |f |
af(j)h = 0 if h 6= j.
A is in weak normal form (shortly wNF resp. f -wNF) if rA is in NF
resp. f -NF for some r 6= 0.
A∗ = (a∗ji)ij is the conjugate (w.r.t. the involution on F ) transpose
of A = (aij)ij, α¯ = (α1, . . . , αd) ∈ F
d αi = α
∗
i 6= 0, Dα¯ the diagonal
matrix with diagonal entries αi. Let Ik denote the unit matrix in F
k×k.
Fact 1. (i) For each A ∈ F d×m there is unique A# ∈ F d×d in NF
such that Span(A) = Span(A#). Moreover, |f | = rk(A) iff A#
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in f -NF. For suitable r 6= 0, rA# can be obtained from A by
Gaussian column transformations without inversion of scalars.
(ii) For idempotent A ∈ F d×d one has Span(A)⊥ = Span(I − A†α¯)
in F dα¯ where A
†α¯ = D−1α¯ A
∗Dα¯.
(iii) For any f ∈ d# and A ∈ F d×d in f -wNF with A = rA# one has
Span(A)⊥ = Span(P−1(rI−(PA)†β)) where P is a permutation
matrix such that
1
r
PA =
(
I|f | 0
1
r
K 0
)
for some K and where β¯t = P α¯t.
Proof. (i) To avoid inversion, multiply any column, to be changed, first
by a suitable scalar. Once echelon form is obtained with each pivot the
only non-zero entry in its row, multiply each pivot with the product of
the others. For uniqueness see e.g. [13].
(ii) This is well known in the context of the ∗-regular ring defined
by the form on F dα¯ . For convenience, we recall the proof. Observe
that the linear map ϕ defined by A w.r.t. the canonical basis v¯ has
adjoint ϕ† in F dα¯ defined by A
†α¯. Indeed, we have 〈aj |vk〉 = a
∗
kjαk and
〈vj|A
†α¯vk〉 = 〈vj |α
−1
j a
∗
kjαkvj〉 = 〈vj |vj〉α
−1
j a
∗
kjαk = a
∗
kjαk. Now, since
ϕ is idempotent, so is ϕ† whence 〈ϕx|y − ϕ†y〉 = 〈x|ϕ†(y − ϕ†y)〉 =
〈x|0〉 = 0 for all x, y ∈ F d; that is imϕ = Span(A) orthogonal to
im(id−ϕ†) = Span(I − A†α¯). Since A†α¯ is idempotent, one has rk(I −
A†α¯) = d− rk(A†α¯) = rk(A) whence Span(A)⊥ = Span(I −A†α¯).
(iii) Evidently, 1
r
PA is idempotent. By (ii) applied to the space F d
β¯
(with orthogonality ⊥β¯) one obtains Span(PA)
⊥β¯ = Span(1
r
PA)⊥β¯ =
Span(I − (1
r
PA)†β¯) = Span(rI − (PA)†β¯). (iii) follows observing that
v 7→ Pv defines a linear isometry of F dα¯ onto F
d
β¯
. 
We consider first order languages with countably many variables: ΛL
in the signature of +, 0,⊥ of bounded lattices with involution (defining
meet by s ∩ t = (s⊥ + t⊥)⊥ and 1 = 0⊥), ΛF in the signature of ∗-
rings, with constants 0, 1, and Λ+F with additional constants c1, . . . , cd
to be interpreted as α1, . . . , αd given any α¯ admissible w.r.t. V , that is,
considering F with additional constants αi. A Λ
+
F -term t(x1, . . . , xn)
is basic if it is a multivariate ∗-polynomial in variables x1, . . . , xn with
coefficients from R = Z[c1, . . . , cd], that is an R-linear combination
of terms
∏
i x
ki
i (x
∗
i )
li . A Λ+F -formula is basic if it is a conjunction of
formulas pi = 0 and qj 6= 0 where the pi and qj are basic terms.
An n-ary relation R on L resp. F is definable if there is a formula
ϕ(x¯) (in the relevant language) such that R consists of all a¯ such that
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ϕ(a¯) holds in L resp. F . Here, finite strings of variables or elements
are written e.g. as x¯ and a¯, the length being given by context. We
also use matrices X = (xij)ij of variables in an obvious way. Σk (Πk)
consists of the prenex formulas with at most k blocks, each consisting
of quantifiers of the same type, the first block being of type ∃ (∀).
Fact 2. Given a ∗-field F and values αi of constants ci.
(i) If the αi are ΛF -definable within F then any relation on F which
is definable within Λ+F is also definable within ΛF .
(ii) Any Λ+F -term is equivalent to a basic term (uniformly for all F
and αi).
(iii) Any relation defined in F by a quantifier free Λ+F -formula is
the disjoint union of relations defined by basic Λ+F -formulas.
Moreover, if all αi ∈ F0, then the latter can be chosen in ΛF
(that is, with integer coefficients).
(iv) If ∗ is the identity involution of F , any multivariate ∗-polynomial
can be considered a multivariate polynomial in the same coeffi-
cients and variables.
Proof. (i) Given a Λ+f -formula ϕ, if the αi are defined by the α
#
i (yi),
replace each occurrence of ci in ϕ by yi and add the conjuncts ∃yi.α
#
i (yi)
(as bounded quantifiers) to the formula so obtained. (ii) follows from
commutativity of F and then the first claim in (iii) by disjoint normal
form of Boolean expressions. Now assume that the αi are in F0 whence
defined within F by siαi = ti with constant ΛF -terms si, ti. In this
case, multiply any equation p(x¯, c¯) = 0 with all the constant ΛF -terms
s
kj
j where kj is the maximum power to which cj occurs in the equation.
(iv) is obvious. 
For the following compare [6, Fact 3.2]. Call an equation in ΛL
special if it is of the form x = 0, z = x+ y, or y = x⊥.
Fact 3. For every quantifier free formula ϕ(x¯) in ΛL there is a con-
junction ϕ′(x¯, z¯, y¯) of special equations with new variables z¯, y¯ and a
boolean combination ϕ′′(x¯, y¯) of equations between variables from x¯, y¯
such that ϕ(x¯) is equivalent within lattices with involution to both
ϕ∃(x¯, z¯, y¯) ≡ ∃z¯y¯. ϕ′(x¯, z¯, y¯) ∧ ϕ′′(x¯, y¯)
ϕ∀(x¯, z¯, y¯) ≡ ∀z¯y¯. ϕ′(x¯, z¯, y¯)⇒ ϕ′′(x¯, y¯).
Moreover, for any u¯ in an involutive lattice L there are unique v¯, w¯
such that L |= ϕ′(u¯, w¯, v¯). Also, if ϕ is a conjunction (disjunction) of
equations and negated equations then so is ϕ′′.
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3. Review of earlier work
Recalling some definitions and results from Sections 8–10 of [6], we
shall relate L and F , directly, without using endomorphism rings as
intermediate step. Given a basis v¯ define the relation θv¯ between L
n
and (F d×d)n by
u¯ θv¯ A¯ iff u¯ = (Spanv¯(A1), . . . , Spanv¯(An)) for u¯ ∈ L
n, A¯ ∈ (F d×d)n
where Spanv¯(A) denotes Span{
∑d
i=1 aijvi | j = 1, . . . , d}; that is, the
span of the columns of A if V is identified with F d via the basis v¯.
This gives rise to a Galois connection and thus to maps θLv¯F and θF v¯L
mapping subsets M of Ln to subsets K of (F d×d)n and vice versa
θLv¯F (M) = {A¯ ∈ (F
d×d)n | ∃u¯ ∈ Ln. u¯θv¯A¯}
θF v¯L(K) = {u¯ ∈ L
n | ∃A¯ ∈ (F d×d)n. u¯θv¯A¯}
Our objective is to match definable subsets of Ln with definable subsets
of (F d×d)n via suitable translations – preserving quantification type as
much as possible. Observe that F d×d is not considered a (∗-)ring, but
just a power of the field F , formatted in a suitable fashion. Definable
subsets have certain invariance properties which we now recall from [6],
Section 9.
Let F+ the multiplicative subgroup {r | 0 6= r = r∗ ∈ F} of F and
O+(V ) consist of all scaled orthogonal maps g: for some r ∈ F+ and
orthogonal linear transformation h
gv = h(vr) for all v ∈ V.
Observe that the group Q+(V ) is not changed if the form on V is scaled
by an element of F+.
For any g ∈ O+(V ), the map U 7→ gL(U) := g(U) is an automor-
phism of L (actually, for d ≥ 3 any automorphism of L is of this form).
We say thatM ⊆ Ln is invariant if it is invariant under the component-
wise action of the gL, g ∈ O+(V ). Clearly, definable M are invariant.
Let GL(F, d) denote the set of of invertible matrices in F d×d. We de-
fine O+α¯ (F, d), to consist of the T ∈ GL(F, d) such that T
†α¯ = rT−1 for
some 0 6= r ∈ F+, and consider the action A 7→ TAT−1 on F d×d. We
call K ⊆ (F d×d)n α¯-invariant if it is invariant under the component-
wise action of O+α¯ (F, d); right invariant if (A1T1, . . . , AnTn) ∈ K for all
(A1, . . . , An) ∈ K and Ti ∈ GL(F, d); and α¯-bi-invariant if both condi-
tions are satisfied, i.e. if (TA1T1, . . . , TAnTn) ∈ K for all (A1, . . . , An) ∈
K, T ∈ O+α¯ (F, d), and Ti ∈ GL(F, d).
Of course, given a first order formula, right invariance, of the subset
of (F d×d)n it defines, can be stated by a first order sentence; similarly
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α¯-invariance if α¯ is definable. Observe that two matrices span the same
space of columns if and only if one is obtained from the other applying
an invertible matrix on the right. This yields the following, cf.[6, Fact
9.2].
Fact 4. θLv¯F and θF v¯L induce mutually inverse bijections between the
set of all subsets M of Ln and the set of all right invariant subsets K
of (F d×d)n.
Given α¯, define θLα¯F (M), and θF α¯L(K), respectively, as the union
of the θLv¯F (M), and θF v¯L(K) where v¯ ranges over all ⊥-bases v¯ with
|v¯| = α¯. The following is [6, Proposition 9.3].
Proposition 5. Fix a ⊥-basis v¯ and α¯ = |v¯|. Then θLv¯F and θF v¯L
induce mutually inverse bijections between the set of all invariant M ⊆
L
n and the set of all α¯-bi-invariant K ⊆ (F d×d)n; moreover, for such
M and K, θLv¯F (M) = θLα¯F (M) and θF v¯L(K) = θF α¯L(K).
In Sections 8 and 10 (cf. Theorem 10.4(ii)) of [6] we have constructed
translations τ∃Lα¯F : ΛL → Λ
+
F and τ
∃
F α¯L : Λ
+
F → ΛL which preserve
quantification type Σ1 and such that, for any admissible α¯, τ
∃
Lα¯F (ϕ(x¯))
defines θLα¯F (M) if ϕ(x¯) defines M in L
n and, if in addition α¯ in F0,
then τ∃F α¯L(ψ(X¯)) defines θF α¯L(K) if ψ(X¯) defines K in (F
d×d)n.
4. Translation via Gauss
In [6] the translation from ΛL to Λ
+
F was constructed with the ∗-
ring of endomorphism of V as an intermediate structure. While this
translation preserves quantification type Σ1, a translation from ΛL to
Λ+F preserving quantifier freeness can be constructed based on Gaussian
elimination. Recall that F0 denotes the prime subfield of F and that c¯
are constants in Λ+F to be interpreted by form constants α¯.
Theorem 6. For any fixed d, there is a map τLc¯F : ΛL → Λ
+
F such
that, for any d-dimensional inner product space V over a field F with
admissible α¯, θLα¯F (M) ⊆ (F
d×d)n is defined by τLα¯F (ϕ)(X¯) if M ⊆
L(V )n is defined by ϕ(x¯) in ΛL; τLc¯F (ϕ)(X¯) is quantifier free if so is
ϕ(x¯). Moreover, if α¯ ∈ F d0 , then τLα¯F (ϕ)(X¯) is in ΛF .
In particular, the translation τLc¯F is uniform for all V with dimV =
d; and τLα¯F (ϕ) is obtained from τLc¯F (ϕ) substituting α¯ for c¯. The proof
needs some preparations.
Fact 7. Fix m and a d×m-matrix X of variables.
(i) Normal form. For any f ∈ d# and m ≤ d, there is a quantifier
free formula νmf (X) in ΛF such that for any A ∈ F
d×m one
has F |= νmf (A) if and only if A in f -wNF.
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(ii) Computation of normal forms: distinction of cases. With a
d×m-matrix X of variables, for each f ∈ d#, there is a finite set
Σmf of basic formulas σ(X) in ΛF and for each σ ∈ Σ
mf there
is a d × d-matrix P σf(X) = (pσfij )ij of ΛF -terms in variables
from X such that for any A ∈ F d×m one has
(a) F |= σ(A) for some f ∈ d# and σ ∈ Σmf
(b) for all f ∈ d# and σ ∈ Σmf , if F |= σ(A) then P σf(A) is
in f -wNF and Span(P σf (A)) = Span(A).
(iii) Orthogonals. With a d× d-matrix X of variables, for each f ∈
d# there is a matrix Qf(X) = (qfij)ij of Λ
+
F -terms in variables
from X such that for each admissible α¯, substituted for y¯, and
each A ∈ F d×d in f -wNF one has Span(Qf(A)) = Span(A)⊥ in
F dα¯.
Proof. (i). The construction of νmf is obvious, (ii) Given f ∈ d#, the
σ ∈ Σmf capture the distinction of cases in (column) Gauss-elimination,
applied to matrices A, to yield f -wNF, and each σ grants that such
exists. This is easily (and tediously) expressed via basic formulas. The
terms in P σf then combine the elimination calculations, followed by
multiplications with terms obtained for the pivots. (iii) is immediate
by (iii) of Fact 1. 
Recall that θLα¯F = θLv¯F where v¯ is any ⊥-basis with |v¯| = α¯ (Propo-
sition 5). Thus, to verify that the translation ϕ→ τLα¯F (ϕ) matches M
with θLα¯F (M), we may argue based on an unspecified v¯; this allows to
identify V with F dα¯ . We now have to explain how to relate ΛL-terms
to terms and quantifier free formulas in Λ+F . We associate with each
variable xk a matrix Xk of variables. The following captures the matrix
computations associated with the evaluation of ΛL-terms.
Lemma 8. One can associate with each ΛL-term t(x¯) a finite set Γt
of pairs (π(X¯), f), where π(X¯) is a basic formula in Λ+F and f ∈ d
#,
and with each (π(X¯), f) ∈ Γt a d× d-matrix P
tπf(X¯) = (ptπfij (X¯))ij of
Λ+F -terms, such that the following hold in F
d
α¯ for any F and admissible
α¯:
(1) For any A¯ ∈ (F d×d)n there is (π(X¯), f) ∈ Γt such that F |=
π(A¯)
(2) For any (π(X¯), f) ∈ Γt and any A¯ ∈ (F
d×d)n, if F |= π(A¯)
then P tπf(A¯) is in f -wNF and Span(P tπf(A¯)) = t(U¯) where
Uk = Span(Ak).
Proof. For a variable x we choose Γx = {(σ(X), f) | f ∈ d
#, σ(X) ∈
Σdf} and P xσf(X) as in Fact 7(ii).
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Given matrices A,B, one obtains U = Span(A)+Span(B) as Span(C)
with C derived as wNF from the compound matrix (A|B), omitting the
last d zero columns. Letm = 2d and denote by (X|Y ) the d×m-matrix
obtained from the d × d-matrices X, Y of variables. By Fact 7(ii) one
obtains a finite set Γ of pairs (σ(X|Y ), f), where σ(X|Y ) is a basic
formula in ΛF and f ∈ d
#, and for each (σ, f) ∈ Γ a d × d- ma-
trix Sσf (X|Y ) of terms in ΛF such that for any A,B ∈ F
d×d there
is (σ, f) ∈ Γ with F |= σ(A|B) and Sσf (A|B) in f -wNF and with
Span(A) + Span(B) = Span(Sσf (A|B)). Now, for t(x¯) = t1(x¯) + t2(x¯)
let Γt consist of all pairs (π(X¯), f) where (σ, f) ∈ Γ and
π(X¯) ≡ π1(X¯) ∧ π2(X¯) ∧ σ(P
t1π1f1(X¯)|P t2π2f2(X¯))
with (πi(X¯), fi) ∈ Γti . Put
P tπf = Sσf(P t1π1f1(X¯)|P t2π2f2(X¯)).
By Fact 7(iii), for any A ∈ F d×d in g-wNF, one obtains U = Span(A)⊥
as Span(C) with C = Qg(A) and can apply Fact 7(ii) to transform C
into wNF. Formally, this proceeds as follows. Again, Fact 7(ii) yields
for each g ∈ d# a finite set Γg of pairs (σ, f) and for each (σ, f) ∈ Γg
a matrix P σfg(X) of ΛF -terms such that for any A ∈ F
d×d in g-wNF
there is (σ, f) ∈ Γg with F |= σ(Q
g(A)) and in that case Rσfg(A) is in
f -wNF and Span(Rσfg(A)) = Span(A)⊥ where Rσfg(X) = P σf(Qg(X).
Now, for t(x¯) = t1(x¯)
⊥ let Γt consist of all (π(X¯), f) where (σ, f) ∈ Γg
and
π(X¯) ≡ π1(X¯) ∧ σ(P
t1π1g(X¯))
with (π1(X¯), g) ∈ Γt1 . Put
P tπf = Rσfg(P t1π1g(X¯)).
This provides the translation of ΛL-terms t(x¯). 
Proof. of Thm.6. To deal with equations, in view of Lemma 8, de-
fine γt1t2(X¯) as the conjunction of all the following implications where
(πi, fi) ∈ Γti and p
tiπif
0 the entry in position (f(1), 1) of P
tiπif (X¯):
π1(X¯) ∧ π2(X¯) ⇒ p
t2π2f
0 (X¯)P
t1π1f (X¯) = pt1π1f0 (X¯)P
t2π2f (X¯)
where f1 = f2 = f and
π1(X¯) ∧ π2(X¯) ⇒ x111 6= x111
where f1 6= f2. That is, this formula expresses that for any substitu-
tion A¯ for X¯ , the evaluation of t1 and t2 (according to the relevant
distinction of cases) yields the same matrix in wNF up to crosswise
multiplying with the first pivots. Thus, for all A¯ and Uk = Span(Ak)
t1(U¯) = t2(U¯) if and only if F |= γt1t2(A¯).
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The γt1t2(X¯) give the required translations to Λ
+
F for equations t1(x¯) =
t2(x¯), that is, the atomic ΛL-formulas. This then extends, canonically,
to quantifier free formulas and further to prenex formulas. Fact 2 yields
the last claim of the theorem. 
Theorem 6 modifies to the case of dimension restrictions. Given
d = (d1, . . . , dn), dk ≤ d, define L
d = {u¯ ∈ Ld | dim uk = dk}. Define
δh(X) as the quantifier free formula which is the disjunction of all
σ(X) ∈ Σdf (X) from (ii) in Fact 7 where |f | = h.
Corollary 9. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6, θLα¯F (M ∩ L
d) is
defined by τLα¯F (ϕ)(X¯)∧
∧n
k=1 δdk(Xk). In particular, if N is quantifier
free definable relatively to Ld then θLα¯F (N) is quantifier free definable
within (F d×d)n.
Corollary 10. Fix d. For any universal sentence ϕ ∈ ΛL there is
a universal sentence ϕˆ ∈ Λ+F such that, for any d-dimensional inner
product space V over a field F with admissible α¯, L(V ) |= ϕ if and
only if Fα |= ϕˆ. (Here, Fα has the parameters c¯ interpreted as α¯.) The
analogue holds with dimension restrictions on variables in ϕ.
Proof. Consider ϕ ≡ ∀x¯. ψ(x¯) with quantifier free ψ(x¯). The following
ϕˆ will do: ∀X¯. τLα¯F (¬ψ)(X¯)⇒ 0 = 1. 
5. The Grassmann-Plu¨cker point of view
An alternative to describing subspaces via matrices is to use Plu¨cker
coordinates (cmp. [7, Ch. VII], [8, §14.1]). Fix d and consider 0 < k ≤
m ≤ d. Let Fk be the set of all pivot positions f for d×m-matrices A
in wNF with rk(A) = k, that is, the set of all strictly monotone maps
Mk → Md. One has a quantifier free formula ρ
k(X) in ΛF such that
F |= ρk(A) if and only if rk(A) = k: requiring all ℓ×ℓ-subdeterminants
to be zero if ℓ > k but some to be non-zero for ℓ = k.
Let Ik denote the set of all k-tuplets i¯ = (i1 < i2 < . . . ik), ordered
lexicographically. For a d ×m matrix X of variables and j¯, i¯ ∈ IK let
X j¯ the d×k-matrix where the h-column is the jh-column of X and X
j¯
i¯
the k × k-matrix where the ℓ-th row is the iℓ-th row of X
j¯ . Define the
following terms and |Ik|-tuplets of terms in ΛF
D
j¯
i¯
(X) = det(X j¯
i¯
) and Dj¯(X) = (Dj¯
i¯
(X) | i¯ ∈ Ik);
Di¯(X) = D
j¯
i¯
(X) and Dk(X) = D
j¯(X) where j¯ = (1, . . . , k).
Then for rk(A) = k the set of projective Grassmann-Plu¨cker coordinates
depends on U = Span(A), only: for any λ 6= 0
P
d
k(U) := P
d
k(A) := Span{D
j¯(A) | j¯ ∈ Ik} \ 0 = Dk(λA
#)F \ 0.
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Fact 11. Let A,B ∈ F d×m and rk(A) = rk(B) = k > 0. Then Pdk(A)∩
P
d
k(B) 6= 0 if and only if P
d
k(A) = P
d
k(B) 6= 0 if and only if B = AT for
some T ∈ GL(F,m)
Proof. The first equivalence follows from dimPdk(A) = dimP
d
k(B) = 1;
the second from the fact that Pdk(A) depends only on Span(A). 
Recall that, for 0 < k ≤ d, Γdk(F ) :=
⋃
{Pdk(A) | A ∈ F
d×d, rk(A) =
k} is defined within F Ik \ 0 by the conjunction of the homogeneous
Plu¨cker relations in variables y = (yi¯ | i¯ ∈ Ik) and thus may be con-
sidered a projective variety, the Grassmannian Γ˜dk(F ). To deal with
k = 0, put D0(X) = 0 (the constant of ΛF ) if X is the unique (empty)
d× 0-matrix and put Pd0(0) = 0 and Γ
d
0(F ) = 0.
Lemma 12. Normal form from Grassmann-Plu¨cker coordinates. For
each 0 < k ≤ d, and f ∈ Fk there are a quantifier free ΛF -formula
πf(y) in variables (yi¯ | i¯ ∈ Ik) and terms p
f
0(y) and a matrix P
f(y) =
(pfij(y))ij of terms, all in ΛF , such that for any field F and r ∈ Γ
d
k(F )
one has F |= πf (r) if and only if p
f
0(r) 6= 0 and λr = Dk(A) for
some λ 6= 0 and matrix A ∈ F d×k in f -wNF, namely λ = pf0(r) and
A = (pfij(r))ij.
Proof. Cf. the proof of Theorem II in Chapter VII of [7]. For f ∈ Fk
let πf (y) the formula with states that the first i¯ in Ik such that yi¯ 6= 0
is
f0 := (f(1), . . . , f(k)).
Thus, for a matrix A in wNF and r ∈ Pdk(A) one has F |= πf(r) if and
only if A has positions f of pivots.
To define the required terms, let If consist of all (i, j), i, j ≤ d such
that f(h) < i < f(h+1) and j ≤ h for some h (where f(k+1) := d+1)
and put
fij = (f(1), . . . , f(j−1), f(j+1), . . . f(h), i, f(h+1), . . . , f(k)) if j < h
fij = (f(1), . . . , f(j − 1), i, f(h+ 1), . . . , f(k)) if j = h
Now, put pf0(y) = y
k−1
f0
p
f
ij(y) =


yf0 if i = f(j)
(−1)h−jyfij if (i, j) ∈ If and f(h) < i < f(h+ 1)
0 else
If A is in NF with positions f of pivots then A is recovered from
r = Dk(A) as P
f(r), as required, and λ = pf0(r) = 1.
Now, assume r ∈ Γdk(F ) and F |= πf (r), in particular rf0 6= 0. Then
µr = s := Dk(B) for some µ 6= 0 and B which may be chosen in NF. As
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πf is “homogeneous”, one has F |= πf (s) and B with pivot positions
f . It follows sf0 = Df0(B) = 1 and µ = r
−1
f0
. As observed, above,
B = P f(s). We are to determine ν such that A = νB is as required
in the Lemma. First we should have A = P f(νs) since all terms pfij(y)
are linear in y. Second, Dk(A) = ν
k
Dk(B) = ν
ks since we deal with
k × k-subdeterminants. Now, the required λ is λ = pf0(r¯) = r
k−1
f0
; with
ν = rf0 one obtains, indeed, λr = λrf0s = ν
ks. 
Given a dimension vector d, define
Γdd(F ) := Γ
d
d1
(F )× . . .× Γddn(F )
and let F d×d consist of all A¯ ∈ (F d×d)n with rk(Ak) = dk for k =
1, . . . , n. Observe that Γdd(F ) is defined within F
d1 × . . .× F dn by the
conjunction of the Plu¨cker relations together with y
k
6= 0 for dk 6= 0
while y
k
is the constant 0 for dk = 0. On the other hand, F
d×d is defined
within (F d×d)n by the (quantifier free) conjunction of the ρdk(Xk). Call
∆ ⊆ Γdd(F ) scalar invariant if
(r1, . . . , rn) ∈ ∆⇒ (λ1r1, . . . , λnrn) ∈ ∆
for all λk 6= 0. Such ∆ may be considered a subset of the product of
Grassmannians Γ˜ddi(F ).
Call ∆ α¯-bi-invariant if ∆ is scalar invariant and if, in addition,
for all T ∈ O+α¯ (F, d), A¯ ∈ F
d×d, rk ∈ P
d
k(Ak), and sk ∈ P
d
k(TAk),
k = 1, . . . , n, one has
(r1, . . . , rn) ∈ ∆⇒ (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ ∆.
Define
θFdΓ : F
d×d → Γdd(F ), θFdΓ(A¯) = P
d
d1(A1)× . . .× P
d
dn(An)
θΓdF : Γ
d
d → F
d×d, θΓdF ((r1, . . . , rn)) = {A¯ ∈ F
d×d | ∀k rk ∈ P
d
dk
(Ak)}.
Use the same notation for the associated maps from sets to sets – taking
unions of the images.
To deal with definability, for dk > 0 associate with d × d-matrices
Xk of Λ
+
F -variables a dk-tuplet yk = (yki¯ | i¯ ∈ Ik) of Λ
+
F -variables, and
vice versa; in case dk = 0 we match the constant zero matrix in F
d×d
with the constant 0 ∈ F . Also, with a Λ+F -formula ψ(X1, . . . , Xn) we
associate a Λ+F -formula χ(y1, . . . , yn), and vice versa. Namely, given ψ
choose χ ≡ τFdΓ(ψ) as follows, using the conjunction η
d
dk
(y
k
) of Plu¨cker
relations defining Γddk(F ) and the formulas πf and matrices P
f of terms
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from Lemma 12,
n∧
k=1
ηddk(yk) ∧
( ∨
f1∈Fd1 ,...,fn∈Fdn
n∧
k=1
πfk(yk) ∧ ψ(P
f1(y
1
), . . . , P fn(y
n
))
)
.
Given χ choose ψ ≡ τΓdF (χ) as
∨
j¯1∈Id1 ,...,j¯n∈Idn
n∧
k=1
ρdk(X j¯kk ) ∧ χ(Dd1(X
j¯1
1 ), . . . ,Ddn(X
j¯n
n )).
Call χ scalar invariant (w.r.t. F ) if for all ri ∈ Γ
d
di
(F ), i = 1, . . . n,
and all λ1, . . . , λn in F \ {0} one has
F |= χ(r1, . . . , rn) iff F |= χ(λ1r1, . . . , λnrn);
that is, iff χ defines scalar invariant ∆ ⊆ Γdd(F ).
Lemma 13. θFdΓ and θΓdF establish mutually inverse bijections be-
tween the set of all right invariant subsets K of F d×d and the set of all
scalar invariant subsets ∆ of Γdd(F ). Under this correspondence,
(i) K is α¯-bi-invariant if and only if ∆ is α¯-bi-invariant.
(ii) If K is α¯-bi-invariant and defined by ψ (within F ) then ∆ is
defined by the scalar invariant formula τFdΓ(ψ).
(iii) If ∆ is scalar-invariant and defined by χ then K is defined by
τΓdF (χ).
Here, definability is within F by Λ+F -formulas with constants c¯ inter-
preted as α¯. Both translations are uniform for all F , preserve quantifier
freeness and Σ1 and leave ΛF invariant.
Proof. Obviously, any θFdΓ(K) is scalar invariant and any θΓdF is right
invariant (by Fact 11). Also, recall that Pddk(Ak) is either 1-dimensional
or zero (if dk = 0).
Assume that ∆ is scalar invariant. Then one has A¯ ∈ K := θΓdF (∆)
if and only if (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ ∆ whenever rk ∈ P
d
dk
(Ak) for all k. This
applies to any r¯ = (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ θFdΓ(K) with suitable A¯ ∈ K to yield
r¯ ∈ ∆. This proves θΓdF (θFdΓ(∆)) = ∆.
Assume that K is right invariant and ∆ = θFdΓ(K). Let B¯ ∈
θFdΓ(∆), that is, there is (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ ∆ such that rk ∈ P
d
dk
(Bk)
for all k, whence for some A¯ ∈ K also rk ∈ P
d
dk
(Ak) for all k. By
Fact 11, there are Tk ∈ GL(F, d) such that Bk = AkTk whence B¯ ∈ K
by right invariance. Thus, θFdΓ(θΓdF (K)) = K.
(i) is now obvious. (ii) and (iii) follow, immediately, in view of
Lemma 12 and by inspection of the formulas. 
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We write Γdd(Fα¯) to refer to the underlying space F
d
α¯ . Now, assume
d ≥ 3 and define Ld = {u¯ ∈ Ln | dim uk = dk} and
θLdαΓ : L
d → P(Γdd(F )), θLdαΓ = θFdΓ ◦ θLαF |L
d
θLdαΓ(M) =
⋃
u¯∈M
θLdαΓ(u¯) for M ⊆ L
d.
Recall from [6, Fact 5.1] that Ld is positive primitive definable within
L
n. M ⊆ Ld is defined by ϕ(x¯) ∈ ΛL within L
d if M = {u¯ ∈ Ld |
L |= ϕ(u¯)}. Theorem 6, Lemma 13, and [6, Theorem 10.4(ii)] yield,
immediately, the following where
τLdαΓ = τFdΓ ◦ τLαF , τΓdαL = τFL ◦ τΓdαF .
Theorem 14. Assume admissible α¯ and consider a dimension vector
d. θLdαΓ establishes a bijection from the set of invariant subsets M of
L
d onto the set of α¯-bi-invariant subsets ∆ of Γdd(F ). Moreover
(i) If M is defined by ϕ within Ld then θLdαΓ(M) is α¯-bi-invariant
and defined within Γdd(Fα¯) by the scalar invariant formula τLαΓ(ϕ)
– which, is in Σ1 resp. quantifier free if so is ϕ and which is in
ΛF if α¯ ∈ F
d
0
(ii) If ∆ is α¯-bi-invariant and defined by χ within Γdd(Fα¯) then
θΓdαL(∆) is defined by τΓdαL(χ) within L
d – which is Σ1 if so is
χ.
Corollary 15. Given any ∗-field F , αi = α
∗
i 6= 0 in F , quantifier
free definable M ⊆ L(F dα) and d1, . . . , dn ≤ d, the set consisting of all
Plu¨cker coordinates (Pd1(u1), . . . ,Pdn(un)), where u¯ ∈ M and dim ui =
di for i ≤ n, is a subset of the product of the Grassmannians Γ˜
d
dk
(F )
which is a disjoint union of sets defined by basic scalar invariant Λ+F -
formulas.
This follows by Fact 2.
6. Homogeneous formulas
As mentioned, earlier, Plu¨cker coordinates are projective coordi-
nates; thus, one should look for “homogeneous” descriptions of defin-
able sets. First, variables will be sorted according to dimensions k ≤ d
and come as strings of pairwise distinct members of the same sort,
corresponding to the dimension
(
d
k
)
of Grassmann-Plu¨cker coordinates
in dimension k; we write x¯ ∈ Xk. A ∗-polynomial is homogeneous if,
after replacing x∗ by x for each variable x, one obtains for each x¯ ∈ Xk
a homogeneous polynomial in variables x¯, considering the others as
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constants (in a suitable polynomial ring). An equation in ΛF is homo-
geneous if it is of the form p = 0 with homogeneous ∗-polynomial p
with integer coefficients; a formula in ΛF is homogeneous if each of its
atomic subformulas is a homogeneous equation. ’Contradiction’ ⊥ and
’tautology’ ⊤ will be considered homogeneous equations.
For r ∈ Γdk(F ) let θk(r) denote the unique subspace of F
d such that
r ∈ Pdk(U). Also, let fr ∈ Fk give the pivot positions of rank k matrices
A in wNF, according to Lemma 12, such that Dk(A) ∈ θk(r). From the
proof of Lemma 12 we have
Fact 16. For each f ∈ Fk there are a basic homogeneous formula
πf(x¯), x¯ ∈ Xk, and a d × k matrix Af (x¯) of integer multiples of the
xi such that, for any r ∈ Γ
d
k(F ), F |= πf (r) iff fr = f and then
r = Dk(Af (r)).
Considering interpretations of homogeneous formulas we require that
x¯ ∈ Xk is mapped onto some r ∈ Γ
d
k(F ). Fixing the values αi ∈ F
for the constants ci, validity of a homogeneous formula ϕ(x¯1, . . . , x¯n)
under x¯i 7→ ri has an obvious meaning in the atomic case, and so in
general: we write Γd(Fα¯) |= ϕ(r1, . . . , rn). To be more formal, Γ
d(Fα¯) is
the multi-sorted structure with sorts Γdk(F ) and multi-sorted relations
given by the homogeneous equations.
For simplicity, in this section we assume V = F d with canonical basis
v¯ which is an α¯-basis. Thus, L = L(F dα¯). For M ⊆ L
n and a dimension
vector d = (d1, . . . , dn) define
θd(M) = {(r1, . . . , rn) | ri ∈ Γ
d
di
(F ), (θd1(r1), . . . , θdn(rn)) ∈M}.
Define θ(M) ⊆ Γd(Fα¯) as the union of the θd(M) where d ranges over
all dimension vectors of length n.
Theorem 17. Assume admissible α¯ ∈ F d0 . If M is defined within
L(F dα¯)
d [within L(F dα¯)
n, respectively] by a formula ϕ(x¯) in Σk (Πk),
k ≥ 1, then θd(M) [θ(M)] can be defined within Γ
d
d(Fα¯) [within Γ
d(Fα¯)]
by a homogeneous ΛF -formula in Σk (Πk).
Proof. We prove special cases, first.
(i) For any d0 = d1 ≤ d there is a conjunction ηd0d1(x¯0, x¯1) of
homogeneous equations (where x¯i ∈ Xdi) such that, for any
ri ∈ Γ
d
di
(F ), θd0(r0) = θd1(r1) iff F |= ηd0d1(r0, r1).
(ii) For any d1, d2 ≤ d0 ≤ d, d0 ≤ d1 + d2, there is a conjunction,
denoted as σd0d1d2(x¯0, x¯1, x¯2), of homogeneous equations (where
x¯i ∈ Xdi) such that, for any ri ∈ Γ
d
di
(F ), one has θd0(r0) =
θd1(r1) + θd2(r2) iff F |= σd0d1d2(r0, r1, r2).
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(iii) Assume admissible α¯ ∈ F d0 , di ≤ d, d0 + d1 = d. There is
a conjunction κd0d1(x¯0, x¯1) of homogeneous equations (where
x¯i ∈ Xdi) such that, for any ri ∈ Γ
d
di
(F ), one has θd0(r0) =
(θd1(r1))
⊥ iff F |= κd0d1(r0, r1).
In all cases, we first consider fi ∈ Fdi and construct formulas to be
applied only to ri ∈ Γ
d
di
(F ) with fri = fi. Form the matrices Afi =
Afi(x¯i) of integer multiples of variables form x¯i, according to Fact 16.
First, assume d0 < d. In (i) and (ii) form the compound matrices
(Af0|Af1) resp. (Af0|Af1 |Af2); for d0 < d, the formula ηf0f1 in (i) states
that any d0 + 1 × d0 + 1-subdeterminant is 0; σf0f1f2 in (ii) states
that any d0+1× d0+1-subdeterminant of (Af0 |Af1|Af2) is 0 but some
d0×d0-subdeterminant of (Af1|Af2) is not 0. In (iii) form the compound
matrix (Af0 |Q
f1(Af1) (where Q
f1(X) is as in (iii) of Fact 7) and require
by means of κf0f1 all d0 + 1 × d0 + 1-subdeterminants to be 0. Now,
put
σd0d1d2 ≡
∨
fi∈Fdi ,i=0,1,2
2∧
i=0
πfi(x¯i) ∧ σf0f1f2(x¯0, x¯1, x¯2)
and similarly for ηd0d1 and κd0d1 . In case d0 = d nothing is required in
(i) and (iii), only the second part in (ii).
For proving the theorem, it suffices to consider ϕ a conjunction (dis-
junction) of equations and negated equations and to derive a translation
in Σ1 (Π1). Then ϕ
′′ from Fact 3 has the same form as ϕ. We use ξ
and ξi as names for variables occurring in ϕ
′ or ϕ′′. Consider maps δ
associating with each ξ a dimension δ(ξ) ∈ {0, . . . , d}. For each δ and ξ
choose a specific vector ξδ ∈ Xδ(ξ) of variables. Call δ admissible for ϕ
if δ(xi) = di for all i and if for each special equation in ϕ
′ the relevant
dimension restrictions are satisfied:
δ(ξ1), δ(ξ2) ≤ δ(ξ0) ≤ δ(ξ1) + δ(ξ2) for ξ0 = ξ1 + ξ2
δ(ξ0) = d− δ(ξ1) for ξ0 = ξ
⊥
1
δ(ξ0) = δ(ξ1) for ξ0 = ξ1
δ(ξ0) = 0 for ξ0 = 0
Let D denote the set of all admissible δ. Observe that any assignment
of values u¯ ∈ Ln to x¯ gives rise to δ ∈ D: the dimensions of values t(u¯)
of subterms t(x¯) under the evaluation of ϕ.
Given δ ∈ D, we define the translation τQδ, Q ∈ {∃, ∀}, first for the
special equations making up ϕ′ and let τQδ(ϕ′) denote the conjunction
of all the
τQδ(ξ0 = ξ1 + ξ2) ≡ σδ(ξ0)δ(ξ1)δ(ξ2)(ξ
δ
0, ξ
δ
1, ξ
δ
2)
τQδ(ξ0 = ξ
⊥
1 ) ≡ κδ(ξ0)δ(ξ1)(ξ
δ
0, ξ
δ
1)
τQδ(ξ0 = 0) ≡ ⊤.
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Equalities in ϕ′′ are translated as
τQδ(ξ0 = ξ1) ≡
{
ηδ(ξ0)δ(ξ1)(ξ
δ
0, ξ
δ
1) if δ(ξ0) = δ(ξ1)
⊥ if δ(x0) 6= δ(ξ1).
For a negated equality β ≡ ¬(ξ0 = ξ1) occurring in ϕ
′′ we define
τQδ(β) as ¬ηδ(ξ0)δ(ξ1)(ξ
δ
0, ξ
δ
1) if δ(ξ0) = δ(ξ1); otherwise, τ
∃δ(β) ≡ ⊤ and
τ∀δ(β) ≡ ⊥. Now, τ∃δ(ϕ′′) is the conjunction of all these, τ∀δ(ϕ′′) the
disjunction (recall the assumption on ϕ and ϕ′′). With (x1, x2, . . .)
δ =
(xδ1, x
δ
2, . . .), and similarly for y¯
δ and z¯δ, we finally arrive at the trans-
lations
τ∃(ϕ(x¯)) ≡
∨
δ∈D ∃z¯
δ∃y¯δ
(
τ∃δ(ϕ′)(x¯δ, z¯δ, y¯δ) ∧ τ∃δ(ϕ′′)(x¯δ, y¯δ)
)
τ∀(ϕ(x¯)) ≡
∧
δ∈D ∀z¯
δ∀y¯δ
(
τ∀δ(ϕ′)(x¯δ, z¯δ, y¯δ) ⇒ τ∀δ(ϕ′′)(x¯δ, y¯δ)
)
For the proof just observe that any substitution for the xi in Γ
d(Fα¯)
gives rise to a substitution for the zj , yk such that the corresponding
assignment of subspaces satisfies ϕ′; that is, with the associated dimen-
sions given by δ ∈D, the assignment in Γd(Fα¯) satisfies τ
Qδ(ϕ′) and is,
in the projective setting, uniquely determined by the values of the xi.
This provides a translation τQd(ϕ) := τQ(ϕ) in case of fixed dimension
vector d. To obtain a defining formula for θ(M) within Γd(Fα¯), one
just has to form the disjunction of the τQd(ϕ) with d ranging over all
d = (d1, . . . , dn), di ≤ d. 
Recall that ≤ may be considered a fundamental relation of ΛL or
defined by x ≤ y ⇔ x+y = y. Modifying (i) and (iii), allowing d0 ≤ d1
respectively d0 + d1 ≤ d, one obtains the following.
Corollary 18. Assume admissible α¯ ∈ F d0 . If M is defined within
L(F dα¯)
n by inequalities of the form xi ≤ xj and xi ≤ x
⊥
j then θd(M) can
be defined within Γdd(Fα¯) by a quantifier free homogeneous ΛF -formula.
Given a partially ordered set P with involution and a space V , an
example of such M is obtained as the set of all representations of P in
V . Of course, the Corollary applies to M defined by a conjunction of
basic equations. An extension to equations given by compound terms
appears doubtful; anyway, the approach of Theorem 6 hardly can be
modified to preserve homogeneity.
7. Translating lattice formulas
Here, we assume F also endowed with the operation r 7→ r−1 where
0−1 = 0 and the symbol −1 included into the language ΛF . We show
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that on the lattice side quantifier free definability amounts to defin-
ability by equations t = 0 and s = 1. For this, we refer to the con-
cept of frame which underlies the coordinatization of modular lattices
(requiring d ≥ 3): A frame of L = L(V ), dim V = d, is a system
a¯ = (aij | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d) of elements such that for pairwise distinct i, j, k
(where ai = aii)
1 =
⊕
ℓ
aℓ, aij = aji, ai + aj = ai ⊕ aij , aik = (ai + ak) ∩ (aij + ajk).
Such are in correspondence with bases v¯ via aii = viF , aij = (vj−vi)F .
Given a frame, for any i 6= j there is an isomorphism ωa¯ij of the field F
onto Rij(a¯) = {u ∈ L | u⊕ai = ai+aj} endowed with operations given
by lattice terms with constants from a¯. For a corresponding basis one
has ωa¯ij(r) = (vj − rvi)F .
In [6, Lemma 10.2], frames a¯ associated with ⊥-bases v¯ such that
α¯ = |v¯| have been characterized by additional relations. Such frames
are called α¯-frames. Here, only α¯ ∈ F d0 will be considered. For all i 6= j
one has, besides the orthogonality relations ai ∩ a
⊥
i = 0 and ai ≤ a
⊥
j ,
the relations rkij(a¯) = (ai+ aj)∩ a
⊥
ij where the rkij(z¯) are lattice terms
such that ωa¯ij(αk) = rkij(a¯) (observe each element of F0 is given by a
constant ΛF -term). For α¯ = (1, . . . , 1), α¯-frames are orthonormal and
the additional relations amount to aj ⊖ij aij = (ai+ aj)∩ a
⊥
ij where ⊖ij
is the term describing subtraction in Rij(a¯) (cf. proof of [5, Theorem
2.7].
Given an α¯-frame, α¯ ∈ F d0 , there is also a term in ΛF defining an
involution on R21(a¯) such that ω
a¯
21 becomes an isomorphism of ∗-fields.
Given d ≥ 3, ϕ(x¯) ∈ ΛF , x¯ = (x1, . . . , xn), define Mϕ = Mϕ(F ) to
consist of all (a¯, b¯) in L such that a¯ is an α-frame and b¯ ∈ Rn21 satisfying
ϕ(x¯). Observe that Mϕ consists of tuplets of 1-dimensionals, only; let
d the corresponding dimension vector.
Fact 19. Given an α-frame in L, α¯ ∈ F do , and quantifier free ϕ(x¯) ∈ ΛF
there is a term t(z¯, x¯) in ΛL such that Mϕ = {(a¯, b¯) | t(a¯, b¯) = 0}.
Proof. Observe that a conjunction of equations ti = 0 can be comprised
to a single one
∑
i ti = 0; similarly, ti = 1 to
⋂
i ti = 1. Also, t = 1 is
equivalent to t⊥ = 0. Thus, it suffices to give a list of equations ti = 0
and sj = 1 which defines Mϕ.
First, we have to provide such equations in variables zij defining
frames (writing zi for zii). Put yij =
∑
k 6=i,j zk and yi = yii. That
1 =
⊕
aℓ can be expressed by
∑
i zi = 1 and
⋂
i yi = 0. Now, an
equation a ⊕ ai = ai + aj can be captured by (x + zi + zj) ∩ yij = 0,
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x ∩ zi = 0, and x+ yj = 1; and a = b, where a⊕ aj = b⊕ ai = ai + aj,
amounts to (a+b)∩ai = 0. In particular, this applies to the last type of
equations defining the concept of frame and the equations concerning
α¯; orthogonality is captured by ai ∩ (a
⊥
i + aj) = 0, i 6= j.
Recall that ϕ is equivalent in F to a disjunction of conjunctions
of equations pi(x¯) = 0 and qj(x¯) 6= 0 for terms in ΛF and that any
disjunction of equations ti = 0 in ΛL can be comprised into a single
one (cf. [6, Fact 6]). Now, for any term p(x¯) in ΛF there is a term
pˆ(x¯, z¯) in ΛL having value pˆ(b¯, a¯) = p(b¯) in R21 for any α-frame a¯ and
b¯ ∈ R21(a¯). By this, pi(x¯) = 0 can be expressed by (pˆi(x¯, z¯)+z1)∩z2 = 0
and qi(x¯) 6= 0 by qˆ(x¯, z¯) ∩ z1 = 0. 
In view of Theorem 17 one obtains the following, improving Theorem
10.4(ii) in [6] for this special case.
Corollary 20. Let d ≥ 3, d = (1, . . . , 1), and α¯ ∈ F d0 . Within Γ
d
d(Fα¯),
a subset S is definable by a homogeneous Σ1-formula from ΛF if and
only if S = θd(M) for some M definable within (L(F )
d)d by some
formula ∃y¯. t(x¯, y¯) = 0.
8. Counterexamples
Now, we shall give examples where on the analytic side there are
restrictions on the possible descriptions. For simplicity, we assume
F a ∗-subfield of the complex number field with conjugation and V
endowed with canonical scalar product w.r.t. some basis, in particular
α¯ = (1, . . . , 1). In view of this, we may omit reference to α¯ and identify
V with F d -turning the canonical basis v¯ into an α¯-basis. Thus, L =
L(F dα¯). Observe that θLdΓ = θFdΓ ◦ θLv¯F by Proposition 5. Considering
the multi-sorted structure Γd(Fα¯) as in Section 6, for M ⊆ L
n we have
θ(M) the union of the θLdΓ where d ranges over all dimension vectors
of length n.
Fact 21. Let ϕ ∈ ΛL and ψ ∈ ΛF be quantifier free formulas such that
ψ defines in Γd(Fα¯) the relation θ(M) where M is defined in L(F
d
α¯) by
ϕ. Then, for any F ′ a ∗-subfield of F , ϕ and ψ are related in the same
way.
Proof. Observe that L(F ′d) is embedded into L(F dα¯) by tensoring with
F and the same applies to Γd(F ′α¯) and Γ
d(Fα¯). W.r.t. the canonical
basis v¯ of F ′d, the multi-sorted structure with sorts L(F ′d) and Γd(F ′α¯)
and relation θ becomes a substructure of the analogous one over F .
Also, there is an obvious quantifier free formula relating the models of
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ϕ and ψ via θ over F . And validity of this formula is inherited by the
substructure. 
The examples use the fact that with a formula ϕ in ΛF and defining
formula ψ for Mϕ one can associate a formula ψ
′ in ΛF which is equiv-
alent to ϕ and inherits structural properties from ψ. This is done as
follows. Put vii = vi and vij = vj−vi for i 6= j, and v˜ = (vijF |i, j ≤ d);
also, given r¯ ∈ F n put r˜ = ((v1 − rkv2)F |k ≤ n). In view of the iso-
morphism ω21 it follows that F |= ϕ(r¯) if and only if (v˜, r˜) ∈ θ(Mϕ).
Considering any formula ψ(z˜, y˜) defining θ(Mϕ), the latter is equivalent
to F |= ψ(v˜, r˜). Choosing the canonical basis v¯, substituting v˜ for z˜ in
ψ and, simultaneously, w˜ for y˜ where wk = (v1 − xkv2)F , one obtains
a formula ψ′(x¯) equivalent to ϕ(x¯) in F .
Example 22. Let F a ∗-subfield of C. θ(Mϕ) cannot be defined in
Γd(Fα¯) by any formula ψ such that
(i) ψ is quantifier free and positive; here ϕ is x 6= 0.
(ii) ψ is a conjunction of equations and negated equations; here ϕ
is x1 = 0⇔ x2 6= 0.
(iii) ψ does not not involve involution; here ϕ is x2 = x
∗
1 and F = C.
Though, for all these ϕ, Mϕ can be defined within L by an equation
t = 0.
Proof. Definability within L follows from Fact 19. For the negative
claims consider the associated ψ′(x¯) and derive contradictions. In (i)
and (ii) we may assume F = Q and ψ′(x¯) be of the same form as ψ
with atomic formulas ph(x¯) = 0, ph(x¯) ∈ Q[x]. Thus, in (i) ψ
′(x) is
built from equations ph(x) = 0 by conjunction and disjunction; since
Q |= ¬ψ′(0), ψ′(x) can have only finitely many satisfying assignments
in Q, in contrast to ϕ(x). In (ii) ψ′(x1.x2) would be equivalent to some∧m
h=1 ph(x1, x2) = 0 ∧ q(x1, x2) 6= 0. Observe that for any r1 ∈ Q there
are infinitely many r2 such that Q |= ϕ(r1, r2) which implies that the
ph are zero-polynomials. Thus, ϕ(x1, x2) would be equivalent in Q to
q(x1, x2) 6= 0. Contradiction, since ¬ϕ(x1, x2) defines a set which is not
closed.
(iii) Assuming θ(Mϕ) definable over the field C, any automorphism
of C would leave θ(Mϕ) invariant. To arrive at a contradiction, consider
an irreducible p(x) ∈ Q[x] of odd degree. There is an automorphism
ω of C mapping some zero a ∈ R of p to a zero b 6∈ R, that is ωa∗ 6=
(ωa)∗. Now consider a¯ the frame given by the canonical basis v¯ and
b¯ = ((v1 − av1)C, (v1 − a
∗v2)C)). Then (a¯, b¯) is in θ(Mϕ) but its image
under ω is not. 
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In view of Lemma 13, observe the following. If ψ(X¯) defines bi-
invariant K ⊆ F d×d where d = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Nm then θFdΓ(K) is defined
within Γdd(F ) = (F
d\{0})m by (scalar invariant) χ ≡ ψ(P (y
1
), . . . , P (y
m
))
where the d×d-matrix P (y) has first column y, zero else. In particular,
if ψ defines θLv¯F (M), whereM consists of u¯ with all dim ui = 1, then χ
defines θLdΓ(M) within Γ
d
d(F ) = (F
d \ {0})m, that is, within the d− 1-
dimensional projective space over F . Thus, the above counterexamples
apply to θLv¯F as well, v¯ the canonical basis.
9. Absence of involution
We speak of absence of involution if F is just a field, V a vector
space, v¯ any basis, and L the lattice of all linear subspaces of V , Λ′L
and Λ′F the languages of bounded lattices and rings, respectively, hav-
ing multivariate polynomials in place of ∗-polynomials (with integer
coefficients).
We consider Λ′L a subset of ΛL, generated from variables by the
operations +, 0, t ∩ s := (t⊥ + s⊥)⊥, and 1 := 0⊥. Observe that for a
lattice L admitting some involution, terms from Λ′L can be evaluated
and the value does not depend on the choice of involution. This allows
to transfer results to this case, introducing an involution on L endowing
F with the identity involution and V with a form declaring some basis
orthonormal: that is α¯ = (1, . . . , 1). In this setting, one may read ΛF
formulas as such in Λ′F , just omitting
∗.
Corollary 23. In absence of involution, the following remain valid
(mutatis mutandis): Theorem 6, Theorem 14, Theorem 17, and Corol-
lary 20; moreover Fact 19 and Example 22 (i), (ii) with a conjunction
of equations of the form ti = 0, sj = 1.
In particular, for M defined by a formula ϕ(x¯) ∈ Λ′L the correspond-
ing θLv¯F (M) is independent of the basis v¯ and the form Φ given by
declaring v¯ orthonormal. Indeed, given a second basis v¯′ and the form
Φ′ rendering v¯′ orthonormal, the linear autmorphism of the vector space
V matching v¯ with v¯′ is also an isometry ω between these inner product
spaces and θv¯ = θv¯′ ◦ω. Finally, observe that ω(M) =M since ϕ ∈ Λ
′
L.
Alternatively, in order to deal with meets in Theorem 6, one may
refer to the (column) Zassenhaus algorithm, that is, given A ∈ F d×k
and B ∈ F d×ℓ transforming the 2d× (k + ℓ)-matrix(
A B
A 0
)
into wNF
(
A′ 0 0
A′′ B′ 0
)
with A′ a d × m-matrix, m = rk(A), and Span(B′) = Span(A) ∩
Span(B).
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This gives translations as in Section 4 valid for any choice of basis.
In particular, the formulas and terms in Lemma 8 are in ΛF . In the
proof for meets, we proceed as for joins, with d× d-matrix Mσf (X|Y )
in ΛF yielding Span(A) ∩ Span(B) = Span(M
σf (A|B)) under appro-
priate distinction of cases; here Mσf describes the calculations in the
Zassenhaus algorithm. To capture the top element of the lattice, one
just refers to matrices having wNF a multiple of I.
Given a partially ordered set P , by Corollary 20 the set of all repre-
sentations of P within a given vector space V (that is, order preserving
maps P → L(V )) gives rise to a subset of Γd(F ) defined by homoge-
neous quantifier free formulas. It remains to clarify how this is related
to the quiver Grassmannians (cf. [9]) of quivers derived from partially
ordered sets.
10. Hidden coordinates
Quantifier free translations from F to L can be obtained for quan-
tifier free ΛF -formulas which implicitly provide coordinate systems –
similarly to the version of Cayley factorization due to [12]. Assume
that V admits an ON-basis, that is α¯ = |v¯| = (1, . . . , 1).
We say that ψ(X¯) in ΛF hides coordinate systems if there are finitely
many tuplets a¯k(x¯) and t¯k(z¯) of ΛL-terms such that, for any u¯ ∈ L
n, if
L |= τ∃F α¯L(ψ)(u¯) then there is k such that a¯
k = a¯k(u¯) is an orthonormal
frame and u¯ = t¯k(a¯k).
Proposition 24. Assume d ≥ 3 and that V admits ON-bases. If quan-
tifier free ψ(X¯) hides coordinate systems and defines α¯-bi-invariant
K ⊆ (F d×d)n then M = θF α¯L(K) can be defined by quantifier free
ϕ(x¯).
Proof. We put ϕ(x¯) ≡
∨
k ϕk(x¯) where, for any k, ϕk(x¯) is the quantifier
free formula
n∧
i=1
xi = t
k(a¯k(x¯)) ∧ τF α¯L(ψ)(x¯, a¯
k(x¯)).
By hypothesis, if L |= τ∃F α¯L(ψ)(u¯) then L |= ϕ(u¯). Conversely, if L |=
ϕk(u¯) then a¯
k(u¯) witnesses ∃z¯ in L |= τ∃F α¯L(ψ)(u¯). 
In absence of involution (where ’frames’ correspond to bases), one
may find sufficient conditions for hidden coordinate systems using m-
tuplets w¯ in L which are associated to frames via tuplets a¯(y¯) and
s¯(z¯) of lattice terms, that is, a¯(w¯) is a frame of L and w¯ = s¯(a¯(w¯)); in
particular, the sublattice generated by w¯ is isomorphic to L(F d0 ), F0 the
prime subfield of F . For d = 3 andm = 4, such quadruples are given by
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4 points no 3 of which are collinear, or by 3 non-collinear points and a
line incident with none of these, or the duals of such. More generally, for
fixed d ≥ 3 and m ≥ 4 there are only finitely many isomorphism types
of m-tuplets which are associated to frames and a finite collection of
terms providing witnesses for these associations, uniformly for all F (cf.
[1, 3]). Using these terms, for any fixed d ≥ 3, one obtains finitely many
tuplets w¯ℓ(x¯) and v¯ℓ(z¯) of lattice terms such that ψ(X¯) ∈ ΛF hides
coordinate systems provided that, for any u¯ ∈ Ln, if L |= τF α¯L(ψ)(u¯)
then there is ℓ such that w¯ = w¯ℓ(u¯) is associated to a frame and
u¯ = v¯ℓ(w¯).
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